ALL-IN-ONE USB SPEAKERPHONE FOR HOME OFFICES

BENEFITS

- Focuses on your voice—not the surrounding noise—with a steerable two-microphone array.
- Reliable, enterprise-grade hi-fi audio and power amplifier for calls and for music.
- Makes simultaneous conversations a breeze with full duplex audio.
- Stay in control with easy-to-use, touch-sensitive controls, and clear LED indicators.
- Easy-to-spot call status, with clear, bright status lightbar.

POLY SYNC 10

Turn any home office workspace into a conference room. The easy-to-use, all-in-one Poly Sync 10 USB speakerphone delivers high-quality audio for both professional and personal use. Perfect for both voice and music, its two-microphone steerable array reduces surrounding noise. And with clear, understandable touch controls and LED indicators, expect foolproof conference calls. Simply plug-and-play—your choice of USB-A and USB-C connection powers it. Resistant to water and dust, it’s even certified for seamless use with Zoom and Microsoft Teams. If you’re still using the speakers and mic on your laptop, you’re seriously missing out.

- Enterprise-grade hi-fi audio and power amplifier.
- USB-A cable with an USB-C adapter included.
- Powered by USB connection.
- IP64 dust-and water-resistant.
- Slim, space-saving design.
POLY
SYNC 10

SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTS TO
• Poly Sync 10: PC via integrated USB-A cable and included USB-C adapter

COMPATIBLE WITH
• Windows® or Mac OS

USER INTERFACE FEATURES
• Touch sensitive user controls for
  - Call answer/end
  - Mute
  - Volume up/down
• Microsoft Teams button (Microsoft Teams version only)
• One highly visible status light bar for 360 degree call status indication
• Integrated USB-A cable and included USB-C adapter

AUDIO FEATURES
• Two microphone steerable array
• Microphone pickup range:
  - Up to 5 ft/1.5 m
• Ideal for room sizes:
  - Up to 10 ft x 10 ft/3 m x 3 m
• Microphone frequency response:
  - 100 Hz to 7.8 kHz
• Full duplex audio
• Noise and echo reduction
• Loudspeakers:
  - 1 x 50 mm high-performance music speaker
• Loudspeaker frequency response:
  - 80 Hz to 20 kHz
• Bass reflect with dual passive radiators

CABLE LENGTH
• 715 mm/28.1 in

ENVIRONMENTAL
• IP64 dust and water resistant

APPLICATIONS SUPPORTED
• Poly Lens desktop

PLATFORM CERTIFICATION
• Microsoft Teams certified
  (Microsoft Teams version only)
• Zoom certified
• Compatible with a wide range of platforms

DIMENSIONS
• 32.5 x 89.2 x 182 mm/1.3 x 3.5 x 7.2 in

WEIGHT
• 280 g/9.9 oz

LEARN MORE
For more information on Poly Sync 10 visit poly.com/sync-10